
The Architects Dream
Token with member rewards

Construction Token
Use for Projects
Use for Invest

Use to Hold and Earn
Use for Membership

Use in Apps
Buy One – Mint One
Sell One – Burn One

TAD Bullet Points:
1. Token has real world use cases
2. Tokens not created out of thin air....minted when bought, burned when sold
3. Tokens sold can not exceed tokens in liquidity
4. Tokenomics allow you to hold and earn membership rewards
5. Rewards from Tokenomics, Holdings, Sales, Memberships, Projects, NFT's
6. Chance to help others via Projects, similar to crowdfunding.
7. Excess liquidity rewarded to Projects, helping everyone.
8. Stake tokens for additional gains, similar to crowdfunding, but earn while in limbo waiting for 

other stakers to join the project.
9. Token has room to grow, potential to add unlimited projects
10. Initial Projects: Houses both new and existing, Hi-rise luxury apartments, townhomes, 

Landmark projects like our own Pyramid, Commercial Projects, and more.....we have one App 
out now and will impliment our token there as well.

11. Token is beautifully designed
12. Owner is fully doxed and 
13. Floor Plans for sale already to go, one App is ready to go, Some NFTs are ready for sale, 

the pyramids 5 million stones are ready for sale and the pyramid already designed. (The 
pyramid is a real world landmark construction project including 5 million exterior stones for 
sale, the buyers of these stones will have their names stamped on each block for use on the 
exterior of the largest stone pyramid in the world.) All projects will earn membership 
rewards via the TAD token



What is The Architects Dream(TAD)-
Money is the foundation of Civilization, Construction is the product of Civilization progressing. The Architects
Dream is the basic building block token/coin for use within the architects dream protocol.

How Does TAD Work
Buy the token via digital wallet.  Allocate toward a certain project or just hold to collect.  Most projects are
common projects and will use the base token, special projects will combine a certain amount of TAD for 
staking and rewards.  There is a 8% tax to buy, no tax to sell.  No lock up for holding and earning.  Staking
into a project earns you bonuses and real world profits from real world use cases in the construction 
industry.  For each project buy-in there is a tax(membership) with varying returns per project. NFT holders
can earn a small % of bonus tokens from growing liquidity pool.  The Project owners will also earn from the 
growing liquidity as well.

How to buy TAD
Connect your wallet and go to town.  We will start on the Polygon Network, and bridge into the Binance 
Smart Chain

How Much will I earn
Varies per holder and per project.  Holder earns a small% per token held with the increasing investment 
amounts. Earning can be achieved via multiple streams and opportunities within the protocol.

Tokenomics
We start with 1000 tokens worth 1000 dollars. 
When a purchase is made, for example someone (person A) purchases 100 tokens, 100 tokens are 
created/minted, 92 tokens are distributed to the wallet of person A.  8 tokens are distributed to 
different areas of the protocol, 2 to liquidity(back to the base total for a new base total of 1002, some 
to rewards split among holders, some to the investment wallet and a small amount to the devs.  

Additional tokens will flow in from the memberships, from the sales of items, and from the investments.
At the end of day one, 2 tokens(+ tokens from membership, investment and sales) are distributed to 
person A wallet. 
Day 2 and another person buys 100 coins, rinse and repeat except the 2 tokens that return as rewards 
are now split between person A and person B proportional to the amount of tokens they hold in their wallet.

If either person stakes into a project the same rewards continue, with the exception being they are staked 



to a particular project.  They may gain additional benefits from staking but may not be able to pull out their 
initial deposit immediately based on the project. Many different uses and projects will be available and 
larger projects where the tokens will be rolled together for bigger investments and different rewards

Fees
A sales tax of  8% to buy, no sales tax.  Everything in life has a tax....it is the lifeblood of the project and 
the creation of new liquidity to the protocol. It will reward holders and provide to the investment pool for 
diversity of the project base. We will focus on real assets. This will create additional rewards within the 
protocol as membership benefits and as the liquidity grows as well.

Roadmap
Implement project investment opportunities in the construction realm from real estate investment to home 
construction, from commercial ventures to smart rentals and pocket neighborhoods, to and including large 
landmark structures such as our own Solid masonry/stone pyramid which is already designed and ready for 
pre-sale of the 5 million exterior stones.(the largest stone pyramid in the world)  Each project will be 
vetted with real world opportunity via membership(s) per project.  As liquidity grows our holders will 
earn(specific to the protocol only) to help fund their own project(s) as well. 

Developer

Kenny Martin:
Kenny Martin has worked in the field of Architecture and construction for the 
last 30 years, successfully running his own practice for the last 20 years 
around the Tulsa, Oklahoma market.  Working in the midwest United States his
primary buisiness includes high end custom residential, including speculative 
housing, remodels and additions, as well as a number of commercial projects for
buisiness offices to space planning and tenant improvement to churches and 
retail establishments. Plans sold on this site are his that he has designed over
the last 20 years.  Architects are often visionairies, or 'cursed' with dreams
of creating something inspirational, some say this is just craziness to pursue 
something like creating an authentic stone pyramid or construction token.....but I
tell everyone to work hard and follow your dreams!


